Prevent data loss, deliver applications faster, enable cloud migration, and minimize risk of non-compliance for today’s modern Big Data architectures.

**What is Imanis Data?**

*Imanis Data delivers optimized backup, recovery, test data management and archive functions for modern big data platforms like Cassandra, Couchbase, HD Insight, and HPE Vertica, enabling users to prevent data loss, minimize compliance risk, and deliver applications faster. The award-winning Imanis Data software helps companies greatly reduce overall capital and operating costs while improving business agility.*

---

**Prevent Data Loss**

The first data availability management software expressly engineered for Big Data technologies, enabling always-on data across the full lifecycle of applications to meet internal and external service level agreements.

**Reduce Compliance Risk**

Data masking provides a reduction in application risk by minimizing defects, and regulatory risk with immediate access to archived data.

**Improve Business Agility**

Deliver applications faster to market, run analytics on typically passive backup environments, and easily migrate big data workloads to the cloud.

---

“Imanis Data’s new approach to data availability management greatly reduces the risk associated with data loss and corruption, while simultaneously providing us with resource savings across our rapidly growing infrastructure.”

- Zoltan Gombosi, Vice President of Engineering, Reltio
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Why Imanis Data?

Imanis Data delivers optimized backup, recovery, test data management and archive functions for modern big data platforms like DataStax/Cassandra, Couchbase, HD Insight/Hadoop and HPE Vertica, enabling users to prevent data loss, minimize compliance risk, and deliver applications faster. The award-winning Imanis Data software helps companies greatly reduce overall capital and operating costs while improving business agility. Based in Silicon Valley, we are backed by Canaan Partners, Intel Capital, ONSET Ventures, and Wipro Ventures.